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The inverted-pendulum method of thrust measurement for high-power electric thrusters is de-
scribed analytically and experimentally. Two sources of uncertainty in the thrust measurements are
investigated: those due to changes in the sensitivity of the inverted pendulum and those due to tare
forces resulting from thermal stresses and electromagnetic forces acting on the flexural elements. An
idealized analytical model shows that changes in sensitivity occur due to changes in the mass load-
ing of the inverted pendulum and the temperature of the flexure elements. The sensitivity can be
increased only at the expense of more stringent requirements on mass loading and thermal control.
The results of the model are validated with measurements made using a carefully calibrated inverted
pendulum thrust stand having several advantageous design features including gallium pots for cur-
rent conduction, an optical two-axis displacement sensor, and careful consideration of flexure shape
and cooling requirements. The sensitivity is shown to be constant over a wide range of operating
conditions. Measurements show that thermal drifts of the stand are linear on the time scale of the
thrust measurements and are less than 0.6% of the expected thrust. The thrust stand operation was
demonstrated during experiments with a 30-kW lithium-fed applied-field magnetoplasmadynamic
thruster. Under nominal conditions ( 400 A, 0.1 T, 17.5 mg/s) the thermal and electromagnetic
tare forces were measured at less than 9% of the thrust and the total thrust uncertainty at ≤ 10%
of the thrust.

I. INTRODUCTION

The direct measurement of the thrust of high-power
electric thrusters such as the magnetoplasmadynamic
thruster (MPDT)[1–3] is fraught with a number of
challenging problems. Low thrust to mass ratios
(<25 mN/kg), large thermal loads and cooling re-
quirements, high, and often noisy, arc currents O(100-
10000 A) and strong applied magnetic fields (0.01-
0.3 T) produce an environment which is hostile to
thrust measurements. In one of the most promising
MPDT variants, the lithium Lorentz Force Accelera-
tor (Li-LFA)[3, 4], lithium propellant introduces addi-
tional and unique challenges. Thermal management,
environmental (safety) constraints, materials compati-
bility, and more complex propellant feeding and meter-
ing systems increase the difficulty of obtaining thrust
measurements.
One of the most successful methods of thrust mea-
surement for high-power steady-state MPDTs is the
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inverted pendulum method first employed by Haag
[5]. The inverted pendulum (IP), shown schematically
in Fig. 1, consists of a platform holding the thruster,
mounted on a support beam that is connected to the
base by a flexural pivot, which allows the system to
oscillate about the vertical position (an actual design
is described in Section IV). The major benefit of the
inverted design over the traditional hanging pendu-
lum is that the mass of the system acts to augment
the displacement rather than contribute to the restor-
ing force. As we will show, this makes the sensitivity
of the inverted pendulum more tunable and, in most
cases, greater than a comparable hanging pendulum.
Experience with the IP thrust stand design at Prince-
ton University over the past several years has shown
that the benefits of the IP design over the hanging pen-
dulum are limited by thermal effects [6, 7]. Extensive
experimental and anayltical studies of the behavior of
the IP system have led to improvements in the under-
standing of the IP behavior and to modifications to the
original design, as well as insight into optimal design
practices, calibration and measurement procedures. In
this paper we present the insight gained from these
analytical and experimental efforts and demonstrate
the measurement of thrust using a 30-kW lithium-fed
MPDT.
In section II, we present an analytical model of the
inverted pendulum and demonstrate how the sensitiv-
ity of the system can be adjusted through the proper
choice of stiffness, flexure length, and load mass. In
section III, we use these results to estimate the un-
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certainty in the thrust measurement due to variations
in mass on the stand and/or thermal variations in the
flexures. The Princeton Inverted Pendulum Thrust
Stand (PIPTS) is described in detail in Sec. IV. The
results of the analytical model are verified by calibra-
tion of the PIPST. Calibration also quantifies the tare
forces to improve measurement accuracy. The calibra-
tion procedure and results are presented in Sec. V.
Finally, we demonstrate the operation of the PIPTS
with thrust measurements taken during the operation
of a 30-kW lithium-fed MPDT in Sec. VI.

II. AN IDEALIZED ANALYTICAL MODEL
OF THE INVERTED PENDULUM

The general formulation of the equation of motion for
any ideal pendulum can be obtained by equating the
time-derivative of the angular momentum about the
pivot point to the sum of the torques acting about the
same point. Assuming motion in a single direction (θ)
we can write

Iθ̈ = L
∑

F, (1)

where I is the mass moment of inertia about the pivot
axis, θ is the position angle, and L is the height of the
center-of-mass above the pivot point. The total force,
F , is the sum of the restoring, damping, and external
forces acting upon the system. In the ideal model, it
is assumed that the force is applied at L. Referring to
Fig. 1, for the case of the ideal inverted pendulum, we
consider the following forces

• A restoring force will be present due to the stiff-
ness, k, of the flexure material and is propor-
tional to the displacement. This force will act to
return the stand to its equilibrium position when
perturbed by an external force

Frest = −kz ≈ −k(Lθ), (2)

where the final expression is valid in the small
angle approximation; sin θ ≈ θ ≈ z/L.

• In the inverted pendulum geometry, gravity is
not a restoring force but acts to increase the
displacement from the equilibrium (vertical) po-
sition. The component in the direction of the
torque is

Fgrav = Mg sin θ ≈Mgθ, (3)

where M is the total mass supported by the flex-
ures, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and,
again, we have made the small angle assumption.

• A damping force, due to friction in the system,
is also present in the usual form:

Fdamp = νż = ν(Lθ̇), (4)

where ν is the damping coefficient.
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FIG. 1: Schematic of an ideal inverted pendulum showing
dimensions and forces acting on the flexural element.

• Finally, an external force of the form Fext(t) acts
on the system. In our case, the force will be
a simple step function (steady-state thrust, T )
which we take to act on the equilibrium system
at t = 0

Fext(t) =
{

0 , t < 0
T , t > 0 . (5)

Additional tare forces due to thermal stresses
and/or electromagnetic interactions may also be
present in the actual system. These forces are
determined by calibration and subtracted from
the measured force to determine the true thrust
force. The calibration method will be described
in Section V

Inserting these forces into Eq. 1, and arranging it in
the usual form, we get the equation of motion for an
ideal inverted pendulum

θ̈ + 2βθ̇ + ω2
oθ = a, (6)

where

β ≡ νL2

2I
, (7)

ωo ≡
√

Lg

I
(Meff −M), (8)
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Meff ≡
kL

g
, (9)

and

a ≡ LF (t)
I

. (10)

We see from the above expressions that the net restor-
ing torque acting on the inverted pendulum is the dif-
ference between the torque due to the stiffness of the
flexures and the gravitational torque. Thus, we expect
the quantity (Meff−M) to be an important design pa-
rameter in optimizing the sensitivity of the stand. The
damping coefficient (β = νL2/2I) will determine how
quickly the system reaches its equilibrium position af-
ter a disturbance.
Assuming that at t < 0, when no external force is
acting, the stand is at rest and that its equilibrium
position is vertical (θ = 0), we can write the initial
conditions

θ(t = 0) = 0 (11)

θ̇(t = 0) = 0, (12)

and obtain the well-known solution to the damped os-
cillator equation:

θ(t) =
a

ω2
o

[
1− e−βt

(
cos ω1t−

β

ω1
sinω1t

)]
, (13)

where ω1 is the “frequency” of the damped oscillator
and is defined by

ω2
1 ≡ ω2

o − β2. (14)

For steady-state thrust measurements we are inter-
ested in the final displacement of the stand when a
steady-state force is applied. Solving Equation 13 for
t→∞, we have

θ(t→∞) =
a

ω2
o

=
T

g(Meff −M)
, (15)

where

Meff =
kL

g

. If we can accurately measure the displacement angle
of the IP stand and determine the design parameters k,
M , and L by measurement or calibration, the applied
force can be calculated directly from

T = g(Meff −M)θ. (16)

Rearranging 16, we obtain an expression for the sensi-
tivity of the inverted pendulum:

S ≡ θ

T
=

1
(kL− gM)

=
1

g(Meff −M)
[rad/N] . (17)
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FIG. 2: A comparison of the response of the idealized
IP model with the actual response of the PIPTS. The
idealized model is shown to capture the frequency of the
PIPTS well, but not the damping.

It should be noted that for the ideal case, the final
displacement of the stand is independent of the mass
moment of inertia of the system. If desired, I can
be calculated from the empirically determined natural
frequency, ωo and stiffness, k.
From the steady-state solution in Eq. 17, it is clear
that the sensitivity of the ideal IP is a function of only
the height of the center of mass above the flexures
(L), the total mass supported by the flexures (M),
and the stiffness of the flexure material (k). In the-
ory, the sensitivity can now be calculated. In practice,
however, only M can be easily measured; the accurate
determination of k and L are difficult (see additional
discussion in Sec. III B). The uncertainty in the sen-
sitivity can be reduced if careful calibration is used
to determine the displacement angle (θ) for a known
applied force. From such data experimental estimates
of k or kL can be determined. The calibration pro-
cedure is discussed in Section V. For now, we sim-
ply state the result that the typical sensitivity of the
Princeton Inverted Pendulum Thrust Stand (PIPTS)
for small deflections from the vertical axis (θ = 0) is
S = 0.088±0.006 deg/N (refer to Fig. 2). Assuming a
point mass of 100 kg located at x = L so that I ≈ML2

we can estimate typical values for k and Meff:

kPIPST =
1

LSPIPST
+

gM

L
= 2794 N/m, (18)

Meff =
kL

g
= 166 kg. (19)

From the Idealized IP model, we predict the natural
frequency of the stand to be approximately 0.54 Hz
and the oscillations to be completely damped out
within 20 seconds. Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the
theoretical and experimental responses. Considering
the simplicity of the idealized model, it does capture
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the frequency of the oscillations fairly well (calculated:
0.54 Hz; measured: 0.62 Hz). The damping behavior
is captured less well and this may be attributed to the
finite time it takes for the calibration weights to be
added to the stand: the initial larger amplitude oscil-
lations (if they exist) are masked by the addition of the
weights over the first five seconds. Moreover, the oscil-
lations in the PIPTS take a much longer time to damp
out than the model predicts. This may be attributed
to the motion of the hanging calibration weights, which
swing for several tens of seconds once they have been
applied, and to facility vibrations which may excite
the stand motion over a longer period.
From examination of Eq. 17 several design constraints
on the inverted pendulum become immediately clear.
First, the IP becomes unstable as M̄ ≡ Meff/M → 1.
For the case of an underdamped system, we therefore
require

M̄ =
kL

gM
> 1 (20)

for the design to be stable. This requirement sets the
minimum value of kL for the flexures based on the
mass of the thruster and subsystems supported by the
stand.
Second, the greatest sensitivity will be obtained when
the difference between the load and the effective mass
is as small as possible. Based on these observations,
it is tempting to design a stand with M̄ as close to
unity as possible. However this is not always opti-
mum. Additional constraints on the sensitivity should
be considered. These include

• The extent of the validity of the linear (small
angle) approximation.

• The resolution and range of the position detec-
tor.

• The magnitude of noise (thermal, electrical, etc.)
in the system.

• The expected magnitude of the applied force (T ).

• The elastic limit of the flexures.

In addition to these constraints, we will see in Sec.
III B that there is a penalty is to be paid for operating
close to the unstable limit of the IP. The cost of high
sensitivity to an applied force will be shown to be an
increase in sensitivity to thermal changes in the flexure
elements.
In Figure 3 we show how the sensitivity varies with the
parameter M̄ for the IP design. A typical operating
point for the PIPTS is at M̄ ≈ 1.66. As M̄ becomes
large, the sensitivity is a function of only the design
parameters, and Smin ≈ 1/(kL). This defines the min-
imum sensitivity for a given IP design. For a given IP
design, the sensitivity can be tuned along this curve by
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FIG. 3: Sensitivity versus M̄ for the ideal IP thrust stand.
The operating point and minimum sensitivity point for the
PIPTS design are shown. The sensitivity of the IP can be
tuned along this curve simply by adjusting the total mass
load on the stand (for a fixed design; L, k). The sensitivity
of an ideal regular (hanging) pendulum with an equivalent
mass load is plotted for comparison.

adding or subtracting mass from the stand. The curve
for the equivalent regular pendulum is plotted in the
figure for reference. It is interesting to note (from the
same plot) that the minimum sensitivity (0.035 deg/N)
of the PIPST, which occurs at M̄ ≈ 2.66, is about 60%
that of an equivalent regular pendulum (0.058 deg/N)
with the same load (M = 100 kg).
From Eq. 16 we see that uncertainty in the thrust mea-
surement can arise due to variations in the sensitivity
of the stand during a thrust measurement or due to
changes in θ from forces other than thrust. Changes
in the sensitivity may occur due to changes in the stiff-
ness of the flexures or in the mass they support. The
uncertainty in the thrust measurements due to changes
in sensitivity are examined next in terms of the ide-
alized model. Additional forces may be present due
to thermal stresses in the flexures or electromagnetic
interactions between the changing currents and/or the
applied magnetic field and the flexures. These tare
forces are determined through careful calibration of
the thrust stand which will be described in Sec. V

III. MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY DUE
TO CHANGES IN SENSITIVITY

Previous experience with the inverted pendulum
thrust stand design has shown that thermal variations
in the flexure elements during thrust measurements
may occur due to radiation and conduction from the
thruster. Small changes in the mass on the stand may
also occur due the the expulsion of propellant in the
case where the propellant reservoir is also located on
the stand (as is the case of our lithium MPDT set-up).
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In this section we investigate the magnitude of these
changes and predict their contribution to the uncer-
tainty of the thrust measurement.
In the following analysis, we assume that the only ap-
plied force is thrust. We also assume that the change in
angle of the stand (∆θ) can be measured perfectly (i.e.
with no error). Under these additional constraints,
and those inherent in the idealized model, we see that
thrust is a function only of the total mass supported by
the flexures (M), and the effective stiffness of the flex-
ures (kL). It is important to note here that we measure
thrust with the inverted pendulum thrust stand by es-
tablishing steady-state operation of the thruster and
then turning the thruster off and measuring the dis-
placement of the inverted pendulum. We require up to
two minutes of data before and after the termination
of the thrust to accurately establish the position of the
thrust stand. Variations in M , L, or k, on the time
scale of the thrust measurement will introduce uncer-
tainty into the measurement by changing the effective
sensitivity S = ∆θ/T of the stand. Since it is the dif-
ference between the effective mass(kL/g) and the mass
(M) which sets the sensitivity, we expect that the un-
certainty will be a function of the design parameter
M(M̄ − 1) where M̄ ≡Meff/M .
We first examine the most general case and find an
expression for the uncertainty as a function of changes
in the value (Meff−M). Then, in the remainder of this
section, we examine the effect of each of the individual
design parameters on the uncertainty and show how
the uncertainty per percent change in these parameters
depends on the design sensitivity (or M̄). Finally, we
estimate the typical expected variation in M , L, and k
over the course of a thrust measurement and use this
information along with estimates of the thrust uncer-
tainty due to changes in these parameters to predict
the minimum uncertainty for a given inverted pendu-
lum design.
In the most general sense, we can express the un-
certainty in the thrust measurement as the fractional
change in sensitivity (∆S/S) on the time scale that
the measurement is made:

UT ≈
∆S

S
=

1
gS

[
1

(Meff −M)pre
− 1

(Meff −M)post

]
.

(21)
Defining the fractional change in the quantity δ ≡
(Meff −M) as

∆δ

δ
≡ (Meff −M)pre − (Meff −M)post

(Meff −M)pre
, (22)

we can re-express the uncertainty in terms of ∆δ/δ:

UT ≈
∆S

S
=

1
gSM(M̄ − 1)

[
∆δ/δ

∆δ/δ − 1

]
=

∆δ/δ

∆δ/δ − 1
,

(23)
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FIG. 4: Predicted percent change in sensitivity (thrust
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sensitivity of the ideal IP design to changes in (Meff−M)
can be seen to increase dramatically in the vicinity of the
point of instability (100% change in (Meff −M)).

where M̄ ≡Meff/M and

S =
1

gM(M̄ − 1)

Plotting the result for a range of ∆(Meff −M) values,
we see in Fig. 4 that the uncertainty in the stand
sensitivity (i.e. the minimum uncertainty in the thrust
measurement) increases dramatically as the value of
(Meff − M) approaches zero (or, equivalently, ∆δ/δ
approaches 100%). In Fig. 5 we zoom in on the range
of reasonable thrust uncertainties (UT = ±5%) and
examine how the uncertainty depends on ∆δ/δ. In
this range, the behavior of the curve is approximately
linear. We see from this plot that if the uncertainty in
the thrust measurement is required to be ≤ 2%, only
about a ±2% change in the value (Meff −M) can be
tolerated. This relationship is approximately one to
one for small uncertainties. This result was expected
and gives us a feel for the overall trend, but we are
more concerned with what happens to the uncertainty
for small changes in the parameters we directly control
(M , L, and k). Next, we examine the specific causes
of variations in (Meff−M) and estimate the effect that
they each will have on (Meff−M) and ∆S/S. We start
with changes in the total mass (M).

A. Thrust Uncertainty due to Changes in Total
Mass

We first express ∆δ/δ in terms of the fractional (or
percent) change in mass (∆M/M):

∆δ

δ
=

−∆M

(Meff −M)
=

1
1− M̄

(
∆M

M

)
, (24)
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FIG. 5: A detail of Fig. 4 showing the percent change
in sensitivity versus the percent change in (Meff − M).
The percent change in sensitivity for a given change in
(Meff −M) is seen to be approximately linear for small
changes and to be approximately one to one.

where ∆M ≡ Mpre − Mpost and M = Mpre. The
relationship between the percent change in (Meff−M)
and the percentage change in M (assuming that Meff is
a constant) is therefore linear with a negative slope (M̄
is always > 1) and is a function of the design parameter
M̄ . We therefore expect that the relationship between
the thrust uncertainty and the total mass will be a
function of sensitivity. We make the results clearer
and easier to use by plotting derivative of UT with
respect to the percent change in mass. For a constant
Meff, and in the limit of small changes in ∆M/M , we
have

∂Ut

∂(∆M
M )

≈ (gM)S, (25)

which shows that the rate of change of the uncertainty
with respect to ∆M/M (i.e the uncertainty per percent
change in M) is a function of only the design sensitivity
and the initial mass. Rearranging the above expression
and expressing sensitivity in units of mdeg/N:

∆UT ≈
πgMS

1.8× 105

[
∆

(
∆M

M

)]
. (26)

We can calculate the best uncertainty we can expect
for a given sensitivity and variation in mass or we can
determine what the maximum sensitivity can be for
an expected change in mass and a given uncertainty
requirement. We plot this result for a range of sensi-
tivities (M = 100 kg) in Fig. 6. From this plot we see
that if we increase the sensitivity of the stand from
88 mdeg/N to 176 mdeg/N (a factor of 2 increase)
then the uncertainty would increase from 1.5% to 3%
per percent change in mass. If we require the uncer-
tainty to remain less than ±2%, we have tightened the
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FIG. 6: Plot of equation 25: Thrust uncertainty per per-
cent change in total mass vs design sensitivity. It is as-
sumed that Meff is constant and that M = 100 kg.

requirements on the variation in M from ≤ 1.3% at
88 mdeg/N to ≤ 0.67% at 176 mdeg/N.

1. Estimated Variation in Total Mass

The only expected source of significant changes in
mass during thruster operation is the loss of mass due
to propellant feeding. In the case of our lithium-fed
thruster, the lithium propellant is stored on the thrust
stand and fed to the thruster using a mechanical piston
(see [8] for details). The total mass on the stand is es-
timated to be approximately 100 kg for the 30 kW AF-
MPDT. A conservative estimate for the mass flow rate
of lithium through the thruster is 50 mg/s. The mass
flow rate is constant during the thrust measurement.
Since a meaningful thruster measurement is taken only
when the stand has reached a thermal steady-state, it
typically takes four minutes from start-up for a single
thrust measurement. During that time 12 grams of
lithium will be removed from the stand. The percent
change in total mass on the stand is then

∆M

M
=

0.012
100

= 0.012%. (27)

From Eq. 26 we can now estimate the uncertainty
in thrust measurements due to a likely change in
mass. We see that for the current stand design (S =
88 mdeg/N), the uncertainty due to lithium feeding
causing a change in M will be < 0.02%. Doubling
the sensitivity of the stand, with the change in mass
held constant, will double the thrust uncertainty. If
the entire load of lithium on the thrust stand (300 g)
was expelled at once while thrust was being measured,
the contribution to the uncertainty would be less than
0.5% at 88 mdeg/N, and the stand sensitivity could
be increased more than four times to 389 mdeg/N be-
fore the uncertainty would increase above 2%. From
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this analysis, it appears that, for typical operation, the
small changes in mass that we expect during thrust
measurement will not contribute significantly to the
thrust uncertainty. At 88 mdeg/N, we would require
a change in mass of greater than 1.3% before the un-
certainty would increase above 2%.

B. Thrust Uncertainty due to Changes in Meff

From a practical standpoint, we expect changes in the
stiffness of the flexures, k, on the time scale of the
thrust measurement to be one of the major sources of
error. We can estimate the effect of changes in flexure
stiffness by examining the behavior of Meff. Following
the above procedure, we can write

∆δ

δ
=

1
1− 1

M̄

(
∆Meff

Meff

)
(28)

Since Meff = kL/g, the fractional (or percent) change
in Meff is equivalent to the fractional change in k, L,
or the product kL with the other terms held constant.
So we can write

∆Meff

Meff
=

∆(kL)
kL

=
∆k

k

∣∣∣∣
L=constant

. (29)

By substituting this expression into the expression for
the fractional change in sensitivity (Eq. 23) we obtain
the thrust uncertainty as a function of the fractional
change in Meff. To find the relationship between the
uncertainty in thrust per percent change in Meff and
the IP sensitivity, we again take the derivative of UT

,this time with respect to ∆Meff/Meff. For a constant
M , and in the limit of small changes in ∆Meff/Meff,
we have

∂UT

∂(∆Meff/Meff)
≈ −1− (gM)S. (30)

This is plotted in Fig. 7 along with curve from Fig.
6 for comparison. We see that while the slopes of the
two curves are of the same magnitude, they are in op-
posite directions, and the absolute magnitude of the
uncertainty per percentage change is larger (by +1)
for changes in the effective mass. For instance, while
a 1% increase in the total mass on the stand will re-
sult in an 1.5% percent change in the sensitivity (at
S = 88 mdeg/N), the same percentage increase in the
effective mass will result in a -2.5% change in sensitiv-
ity.
Rearranging Eq. 30 and expressing sensitivity in units
of mdeg/N, we have

∆UT ≈ −1− πgMS

1.8× 105

[
∆

(
∆Meff

Meff

)]
. (31)

This implies that, for our design point of 88 mdeg/N,
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FIG. 7: Plot of equation 30. Thrust uncertainty per per-
cent change in total mass vs design densitivity. It is as-
sumed that Meff is constant and that M = 100 kg. The
curve from Fig. 6 is shown for comparison.

if the thrust uncertainty is to be kept below ±2%, the
variation in Meff during the measurement must not
exceed ±0.80%. If we are able to estimate the ex-
pected variation in Meff during the measurement and
know it to be closer to ±1.5%, we can estimate the
maximum sensitivity we can design for and still main-
tain UT ≤ 2%. Solving Eq. 31 with UT = 2% and
∆Meff/Meff = 1.5%, we find that the sensitivity cannot
be greater than about 29 mdeg/N while still meeting
these requirements. This is well below the sensitivity
of a similar hanging pendulum stand (58 mdeg/N) and
demonstrates the importance of controlling the flexure
properties for the implementation of a good IP design.
In order to design a IP thrust stand with equal to or
greater sensitivity then an equivalent hanging pendu-
lum and a minimum thrust uncertainty of ±2%, the
idealized analaytical model prescribes that the changes
in the effective mass must be kept to less than ±1%
during the measurement.
We have shown that changes in Meff on the time scale
of the thrust measurements can result in unacceptably
large uncertainties or undesirably low stand sensitivi-
ties. Care must be taken then to ensure that all sources
of variation are accounted for. We have mentioned pre-
viously that the largest source of variation in Meff are
likely to be due to variations in k due to changes in the
temperature of the flexural elements. How strongly k
is a function of temperature will determine how strin-
gent the constraints on ∆k/k are. Next we develop
an analytical expression for k and examine how it will
respond to changes in temperature.
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FIG. 8: Cantilever beam deflecting under load F applied
at the tip for estimating k.

1. Estimating The Flexure Stiffness, k

The effective spring constant of each flexure can be
estimated by assuming a long, slender beam and em-
ploying the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation. Consider-
ing the long slender cantilever beam in Fig. 8 with a
length L. A force F is applied at the tip of the beam
such that the deflection at that location is δ. From
Hooke’s Law we have

k =
F

δ
. (32)

The deflection distance, δ, depends on the material
properties and dimensions of the beam according to
the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation:

d2y

dx2
=

M(x)
EI

, (33)

where M(x) = F (L − x) is the sum of the moments
about x, E is the Young’s Modulus of the beam mate-
rial, and I is the area moment of inertia of the beam.
Differentiating twice:

y(x) =
FLx2

2EI
− Fx3

6EI
+ C1x + C2, (34)

and applying the initial conditions:

y(0) = 0 (35)

dy

dx
(0) = 0, (36)

we find

y(x) =
FL

6EI

(
3Lx2 − x3)

)
. (37)

To find the deflection at the tip we solve for y(L) and
then substitute the result into Eq. 32 :

δ = y(L) =
Fl3

3EI
, (38)

k =
3EI

L3
. (39)

Using the typical PIPST values; L = 0.58 m, ECu ≈
117 GPa, and

I =
π

64
(D4 − d4) = 3.2× 10−10 m4,

where D = 9.52 mm is the flexure outer diameter,
and d = 6.35 mm is the flexure inner diameter, the
estimated value of k for a single flexure is

k = 571 N/m. (40)

The total effective keff of the system can be found by
adding the individual k’s:

F = keffz = k1z + k2z + k3z...knz, (41)

with

keff = k1 + k2 + k3...kn ≈ nk, (42)

where we have assumed that k is the same for all n
flexures:

keff ≈ nk. (43)

For the PIPST, where k = 571 N/m and n = 6, we
have keff ≈ 3430 N/m, which is about 25% higher
than the value found empirically from the measured
sensitivity of the stand (2750 N/m).
From Eq. 39 we see that changes in the stiffness are
likely to rise due to changes in Young’s Modulus or the
dimensions (D, d, and/or L) of the flexures. The most
obvious cause for such changes is a temperature change
in the flexures due to thermal conduction from the hot
thruster, radiation from the plume, current conduction
along the flexure, or a change in temperature of the
coolant flowing through the flexures. We first estimate
the expected change in E with temperature and, in the
following paragraphs, tackle the problem of variations
in flexure diameter and length.

2. Uncertainty Versus Change in Flexure Temperature:
Variations in E

The variation in Young’s Modulus of the copper flex-
ures with temperature will be on the order of 0.04 %/
K. For now, we will assume that this change is large
compared to any changes in the dimensions of the flex-
ures due to temperature. Therefore, we can re-express
∆k/k in terms of a temperature change(∆T ) in the
flexures:

∆k

k
≈ ∆E

E
≈ 4× 10−4∆T. (44)

In figure 9 we plot the change in stand sensitivity ver-
sus the change in the temperature of the flexures. We
assume that the only effect of that temperature change
is to change Young’s Modulus of copper by 0.04%/K.
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Young’s modulus of the copper flexures with temperature.
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To maintain the sensitivity error at less than 2%, un-
der these assumptions, we should be able to tolerate a
change in flexure temperature of no more than ±20 K.
In Fig. 10, we plot the thrust uncertainty per de-

gree Kelvin temperature change in the flexures versus
stand sensitivity by replacing ∆Meff/Meff in Eq. 31
with 0.04∆T . From the plot, we expect a 0.1%/K un-
certainty for our design point of 88 mdeg/N. The per-
cent uncertainty per degree Kelvin increases linearly as
the sensitivity of the stand increases. Approximately
doubling the sensitivity to 176 mdeg/N would result in
a thrust uncertainty of 0.16 %/K and requires approx-
imately twice as good thermal control (∆T ≤ 12 K)
to maintain the acceptable uncertainty (±2%).

3. Uncertainty Versus Change in Flexure Temperature:
Variations in Flexure Shape

For the hollow tube geometry of our stand’s flexures,
we can write I, the area moment of inertia, as

I =
π

64
(
D4 − d4

)
, (45)

where D is the outer diameter of the flexure and d is
the inner diameter which implies, through Eq. 39, that
the stiffness of the flexure element is dependent on its
dimensions D, d, and L (for a constant E).
Since the copper tubes are rigidly attached to the tank
at their base and to the thruster plate at their top, we
will tak, as a first approximation, the length, L, of the
flexures to be fixed. Although the flexures could ex-
pand along their length moving the thruster plate by
∆L, the weight of the thruster (100 kg) should be suffi-
cient to prevent any axial expansion. Thermal stresses
will develop due to this constraint, but the resulting
tare forces are beyond the scope of this model and are
addressed by careful calibration of the stand. In the
radial direction, however, we assume the flexures are
free to expand without bound. Under these assump-
tions, we can express the change in flexure stiffness
(i.e the change in ∆Meff/Meff, see Eq. 29) in terms of
changes in the diameter of the flexures as

∆Meff

Meff
=

∆k

k
=

[
(D + δD)4 − (d + δd)4

]
− (D4 − d4)

(D4 − d4)
.

(46)
In order to estimate the change in stiffness, we need
to find expressions for δD and δd, which represent the
changes in the diameters D and d. If thermal expan-
sion is unrestrained, we expect that all dimensions will
expand equally and that the expansion will be pro-
portional to the temperature change according to the
relation

ε =
∂δr

∂r
= α∆T, (47)

where the r subscript denotes a radial expansion. Solv-
ing for δr at D and d, we get

δD = α∆TD δd = α∆Td, (48)

and substituting this expression into Eq. 49, we find
after some simplification

∆k

k
= 4α∆T +6α2∆T 2 +4α3∆T 3 +α4∆T 4 ≈ 4α∆T.

(49)
This is the desired expression for ∆k/k in terms of
changes in temperature where the last approximation
is valid for α = O(10−5) K−1 and ∆T = O(1− 10) K.
We note that the percentage change in k is indepen-
dent of the dimensions of the flexures.
Since α is small (17 × 10−4 % K−1 for copper) and
we expect changes in temperature of only a couple of
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degrees Kelvin on the time scale of the measurements,
we can easily see that the effect of thermal expansion
on the IP sensitivity will be small. Substituting Eq. 49
into Eq. 31, we find that the effect is approximately an
order of magnitude smaller than that associated with
changes in E. The two results are plotted together for
completeness in Fig. 11. Based on this analysis, we
conclude that the inverted pendulum stand sensitiv-
ity is effectively unaffected by changes in the flexures’
temperature.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE PRINCETON
INVERTED PENDULUM THRUST STAND

The PIPTS system is shown schematically in Fig. 12.
The main elements of the system are the flexures and
thruster support plate, the thermal control system,
the liquid gallium pots for current conduction to the
thruster, the in situ leveling and calibration systems,
and the laser-based, non-contact displacement mea-
surement system (not shown). While details of the
system were discussed in Refs. [6, 7], we give here a
description of the key features of the design:

• The flexures are 1/4-inch copper (alloy 122)
straight tubing (3/8-inch (9.53 mm) outer diam-
eter) with a 0.065-inch (1.65 mm) wall thickness
and 35.6 cm in length.

• The conduction of current to the thrust stand
is done through gallium pots at the base of the
stand. It has been demonstrated by us [7] and by
others [9–12] that liquid metal conductors reduce
tare forces due to thermal stresses and electro-
magnetic interactions between conductors. Gal-

copper flexures
(water cooled conductors)

 stand calibration
weights

stand support
(rigidly connected to

tank)

feed system
motor/actuator

lithium feeding system
(lithium in pink)

thrust measurement
mirror

MAI LiLFA
(surrounded by copper

 solenoid coil)

adjustable
counter-weight

( to mantain level stand)

electric insulators

 current to stand

piston-cylinder

lithium
reservoir

gallium pots
(carry thruster current to

stand)

FIG. 12: A schematic (not to scale) of the Princeton in-
verted pendulum thrust stand (PIPTS). The flexure ele-
ments are six 1/4-inch copper tubes, 35.6 cm in length.
The PIPTS is shown with the 30-kW AF-MPDT and its
subsystems in place.

lium is non-toxic and has the largest liquid range
of any element; melting at just above room tem-
perature (29.8 ◦C) and remaining in the liquid
state until 2403◦C. In addition, its vapor pres-
sure remains low even at elevated temperatures
(10−8 Torr at 619 ◦C). Its electrical conductiv-
ity, 0.0678 (Ω cm)−1, is about 6 times that of
mercury.

• The coolant for the thruster and subsystems
flows through the copper tubes constituting the
flexures. The coolant flow is supplied and re-
moved from the stand through through 1/4-inch
teflon tubes that are run parallel to the flexures.
All the return coolant which experiences tem-
perature variations over the course of a thrust
measurement (thruster and stand cooling) is re-
turned from the stand via two of these teflon
tubes to minimize reactions on the stand due to
changes in flexure temperature. This reduces the
temperature variations of the flexures during the
thrust measurements to acceptable levels.

V. PIPTS CALIBRATION

A series of calibration tests of the Princeton Inverted
Pendulum Thrust Stand (PIPTS) were undertaken to
characterize the stand behavior and to determine the
following:

• Nominal thrust stand sensitivity.

• Magnitude of drifts in stand neutral position due
to expected changes in center-of-mass and flex-
ure temperature.

• Magnitude of tare forces.
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The calibration tests were conducted with a 30-kW
AF-MPD thruster from the Moscow Aviation Insti-
tute, its solenoid coil, and the lithium feed system
placed on the stand in the operating configuration.
Weight was added to the front of the stand to bring the
neutral stand position as close as possible to vertical
(θ = 0) and to minimize twisting (i.e. to get the center
of mass of the system as close to the thrust axis as pos-
sible). This was accomplished by trial and error due to
the complexity of the mass distribution and the neces-
sity of having the thruster and subsystem components
in certain locations. A movable counterweight, which
could be controlled remotely, allowed for fine adjust-
ments of the stand tilt immediately prior to thruster
operation.
The inverted-pendulum thrust stand determines
thrust by measuring the change in position of the stand
as the thruster is turned off. The applied force is de-
termined from the measured change in angle of the
inverted pendulum and the predetermined sensitiv-
ity of the stand. Sensitivity is determined from pre-
experiment calibrations and from calibration checks
immediately before and after the displacement mea-
surement. Any tare (non-thrust) forces acting on the
stand (determined by pre-firing calibration) are sub-
tracted from the measured displacement and the result
is the measured thrust.
The displacement of the thrust stand is measured as
a voltage signal on a 2-D photo-diode array (PSD)
(described in Ref. [6]). This can be converted into an
actual displacement angle based on the geometry of the
set-up and the size of the detector. For the discussion
in this paper, however, this step is not required and we
simply express ∆θ in terms of mV and the sensitivity
in terms of mV/mN.
In the most basic sense, the stand displacement is sim-
ply the difference between the voltage reading on the
PSD while the thruster is operating at steady-state
and the voltage reading after the thruster has been
turned off. The situation is slightly more complicated
in practice as we have:

• Noise in the voltage measurement. These are
mostly due to electromagnetic interference from
the experiment and mechanical vibrations of the
stand. Although the signal to noise ratio is large,
10-100 individual points must be averaged to get
an accurate measure of stand position.

• Drifts in stand position. These are linear and
significant compared to thrust and can change
in magnitude and direction as the thruster is
turned on and off. These drift will be discussed
in greater detail in the following section con-
cerned with the sources of measurement error.
Such drifts can introduce large uncertainties into
the thrust measurement if simple averaging is
used to determine stand position.

• The desire for a consistent (non-subjective) pro-
cedure for determining the magnitude of the dis-
placement during calibrations of the stand and
the actual thrust measurement.

To meet these requirements an algorithm was devel-
oped to determine the magnitude of the stand de-
flection during calibrations and thrust measurement.
Since the inverted pendulum design exhibits a linear
drift in position over many minutes, the basis of the
algorithm is to fit a straight line to the stand position
versus time data before and after the force is applied.
The fit is done with 20 seconds of data (20-30 data
points) to provide an adequate number of data points
for the fit and to minimize the effect of noise in the
voltage measurement. The displacement is determined
by taking the difference between the values given by
the two curve fits extrapolated back to the moment of
the change in force.

A. Sensitivity

Calibration weights are added and removed with the
stand under a variety of thermal, thruster current, and
applied field configurations to verify that the sensi-
tivity remains constant, as predicted by the idealized
model. The sensitivity of the stand was found to be
independent of the thermal state of the stand, the mag-
nitude of the applied magnetic field (0-0.1 T), and the
current to the thruster (0 -700 A) as long as the sys-
tem was allowed to reach steady-state conditions. In
Fig. 13 we summarize the sensitivity data obtained
over the three runs of calibrations at different steady-
state conditions. The average sensitivities for each run
are 2.31±0.07, 2.37±0.1, and 2.07±0.07 mV/mN re-
spectively. Each data point is the average of 3-5 trials
and the error bars are the 95% confidence uncertainty
based on the standard deviation of the mean. The
large error bars on a couple of the data points are be-
cause only a single trial was available at that operating
condition. The good agreement with the other data
points suggest a constant sensitivity. The average for
the three calibration runs is 2.25± 0.14 mV/mN. The
run-to-run variation in the sensitivity (6%) is about
twice as large as the variation over a single run (3-
4%) when operating over a range of steady-state con-
ditions. This illustrates the importance of establishing
the base-line sensitivity via stand calibration prior to
each set of tests to minimize the uncertainity.

B. Neutral Position Drifts

There are two possible causes of drifts in the neutral
position of the PIPTS during thrust measurement:
changes in the center of the mass of the stand and
slow changes in temperature of the stand components.
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FIG. 13: The results of the sensitivity calibration of the
PIPTS over three runs.

Changes in the center of mass of the stand arise due to
the movement of the piston as it feeds the lithium pro-
pellant to the thruster (see [8] for a complete descrip-
tion of the lithium feed system). Thermal variations
occur due to changes in the temperature of the coolant
in the flexures, radiation from the thruster and plume,
and/or conduction from the hot thruster components
to the stand. It is important to perform calibrations
to determine how changes in each of these parameters
affect the thrust stand prior to taking thrust data. If
the effects are small compared to the expected thrust,
and are linear over several minutes, the data analysis
procedure will reduce the error introduced by the neu-
tral position drifts. If the effects are large or nonlinear,
then the error may become unacceptably large despite
the analysis techniques and design changes must be
considered.
Thermal drift calibrations were conducted by moni-
toring the stand position as the flexure temperature
was varied by changing the temperature of the coolant.
The sensitivity was constant throughout the test and
did not vary with the temperature of the flexures. By
plotting the change in stand position vs the change in
flexure temperature for several different steady-state
temperatures we determined that the average neutral
position drift due to thermal effect is −1.5±0.7 mN/C
at 95% confidence. From temperature data taken dur-
ing thruster operation we see that the temperature
change in the flexure coolant over the 2-4 minutes of
the thrust measurement was never more than 1◦C.
Therefore, the change in stand position due to ther-
mal drifts will never be greater than 1.5 mN or 0.8%
of the thrust. The calibration also showed that the
thermal drift is linear over this time scale, and will
easily be accounted for in the data analysis routine,
thus reducing the error even further.
The placement of the lithium feed system on the thrust
stand introduces additional complexities to the mea-
surement of thrust. Vibrations induced by the stepper

motor, thermal loads due to feed system heating and
cooling, and the motion of the piston and lithium on
the stand may cause changes in the sensitivity of the
stand or drifts in the neutral position. Vibrational ef-
fects due to the operation of the feed system motor
are negligible compared to the thrust (typically 200-
700 mN). The effect of thermal loading was discussed
in the previous paragraphs and is minimized by oper-
ating the feed system at a constant temperature during
thrust measurement. In Sec II we showed that, in the
idealized model, any change in sensitivity due to the
reduction in mass on the stand due to the removal of
lithium propellant will be small. The idealized model,
however, does not account for changes in the center of
mass on the stand due to the movement of the piston
as it expels the lithium. Calibrations were conducted
to determine the effect of lithium feeding (changes in
the center of mass location on the stand) on the sen-
sitivity and the neutral position of the stand. The
tests were conducted with the PIPTS in the experi-
mental configuration, except that the stand was cold.
No thermal loads were placed on the stand and the
temperature in the flexures remained constant at 18
◦C during the entire test in order that we could sepa-
rate out the thermal and center-of-mass shift effects.
The sensitivity of the stand was determined following
the standard calibration procedure at a variety of mass
flow rates and piston positions. The sensitivity was
constant over the entire range and speed of piston mo-
tion with no apparent dependency on pistion location,
or mass flow rate. The sensitivity of the PIPTS design
therefore appears to be unaffected by the center-of-
mass changes due to lithium feeding. However, there is
a small linear drift in the stand neutral position due to
the movement of the center of mass of the stand. Using
the worst case scenario of a 200 mg/s mass flow rate
(typical flow rates for this thruster are 5-20 mg/s), the
neutral drift is estimated to be 0.00092±0.0002 mN/s.
Over the four minutes (maximum) required to reach
a steady state and obtain a single thrust measure-
ment, this translates to a drift in the PIPTS position
of 0.22 ± 0.04 mN ( at 95% uncertainty) or less than
0.1% of the expected thrust. The center-of-mass drift
is linear during constant lithium feeding, and is nearly
an order of magnitude smaller than the thermal drift.
Since thrust measurements are taken during periods of
constant lithium feeding, and the effect is small com-
pared with thermal effects, the error due to lithium
feeding is adequately accounted for in the data anal-
ysis routine and no further consideration is given to
changes in the center-of-mass of the stand.

C. Measurement of Tare Forces

The thruster and its subsystems are brought as close
as possible to operating conditions (including running
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current through the shorted thruster), the sensitivity
of the stand is established, and then the stand de-
flection is measured as the thruster current is turned
off. Measurements were obtained over three runs of
calibrations at several currents (500-700 A) and ap-
plied field strengths (0-0.1 T). No clear trend in the
data with current or magnetic field was observed. Due
to the small nature of the stand deflections related
to changes in thruster current, a calibration weight
(132.5 mN) was removed at the same time as the cur-
rent was turned off. The known force due to the cal-
ibration weight was then subtracted from the total
measured force. This procedure resulted in a larger
total displacement of the stand and reduced the un-
certainty in the measurement. The results of the tare
force calibration are presented in Fig. 14. Each data
point represents the average of 3-5 trials and the as-
sociated 95% uncertainty interval. No dependency
on thruster current was found over this small current
range. The correction to the measured thrust due to
tare forces on the stand was calculated from the aver-
age of all the data taken over the three runs of cali-
bration. The tare force correction is

Ftare = −21± 6 mN.

This force is negative on the transition to current off
(i.e. as the thrust force is removed from the stand);
therefore the tare force is seen to act in the same direc-
tion as the thrust force. The tare force must therefore
be subtracted from the measured thrust.
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FIG. 14: The results of the tare force calibration of the
PIPTS. This value is subtracted from the measured thrust
to obtain the true thrust force.

VI. PIPST DEMONSTRATION WITH A
LITHIUM-FED APPLIED-FIELD MPDT

The ability of the improved inverted pendulum thrust
stand design (PIPTS) to accurately measure thrust
was demonstrated during the firing of a 30-kW

applied-field MPDT running on lithium propellant.
Since the focus of this paper is on the thrust stand and
thrust measurement technique, and not on the perfor-
mance of MPD thrusters, we give only a representative
measurement.
At a discharge current of 400 A, a nominal lithium
flow rate of 17.5 mg/s, and an applied magnetic field
strength of 0.1 T a typical thrust measurement was
274±27 mN. In situ calibrations of the stand imme-
diately before and and after the thrust measurements
showed consistent thrust stand behavior throughout
the test and the sensitivity was determined to be
2.07± 0.07 mV/mN over the entire experimental run.
Current induced forces were determined to be small
(21 ± 6 mN) based on careful calibration prior to op-
erating the thruster and were removed from the mea-
sured thrust to reduce the measurement error. The
data was repeatable over several trials at the same op-
erating conditions. The error is determined from the
bias error associated with the sensitivity and tare force
measurements and the precision error which is domi-
nated by the error in determining the stand position
before and after the thrust event.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described the behavior of the
inverted-pendulum method of thrust measurement for
high-power plasma thrusters using an ideal analytical
model and extensive calibrations. Two major sources
of uncertainty in the thrust measurements were shown
to exist: those due to changes in the sensitivity of
the inverted pendulum on the time scale of the thrust
measurement and those due to tare forces caused by
thermal stresses and electromagnetic forces acting on
the flexures. Our idealized analytical model showed
that changes in sensitivity occur due to changes in
the mass loading of the inverted pendulum and the
temperature of the flexure elements. The sensitiv-
ity of the inverted pendulum can be increased only
at the expense of more stringent requirements on the
mass loading and thermal control. The results of the
model are validated with measurements made using
a carefully designed and calibrated inverted pendu-
lum thrust stand. Several advantageous design fea-
tures of the stand including gallium pots for current
conduction, an optical two-axis displacement sensor,
and careful consideration of flexure shape and cool-
ing requirements. The sensitivity was demonstrated
to be constant over a wide range of operating condi-
tions. Measurements showed that thermal drifts of the
stand were linear on the time scale of the thrust mea-
surements and were less than 0.6% of the expected
thrust (−1.5 ± 0.7 mN/C). The thrust stand opera-
tion was demonstrated during experiments with a 30-
kW lithium-fed applied-field magnetoplasmadynamic
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thruster and was shown to be repeatable and similar
to behavior during calibrations. Under nominal condi-
tions ( 500-600 A, 0.1 T, 17.5 mg/s). the thermal and

electromagnetic tare forces were measured at less than
9% of the thrust and the thrust uncertainty at ≤ 10%
of the thrust (274±27 mN).
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